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Abstract for DBER Group Discussion on 2012‐01‐17
Presenter, Department(s):
Mark Griep
Department of Chemistry
Title:
Studies on the Relationship between High School Preparation and Performance in College General
Chemistry
Abstract:
For the past two summers, I've taught a professional development course for high school teachers called
"Matter Matters". In the mornings, we discuss the literature about factors affecting student
performance in chemistry courses. In the afternoons, we discuss the creative instructional activities that
can be used to engage student interest (including movie clips and Nebraska‐specific chemical stories).
The literature includes a series of articles by Roger Tai and coworkers about the correlation between
High school training and performance in college science courses. To do these studies, they survey
thousands of demographically diverse students in over 100 introductory science courses at over 50
colleges (a range of sizes; private and public). They have found that high school math is an excellent
predictor of success in college biology, chemistry, and physics; there is no support for an advantage to
teaching biology first, chemistry first, or physics first; peer teaching and everyday examples are the most
effective instructional practices; students who remember learning about nuclear chemistry perform the
worst; and students who remember doing a lot of stoichiometry problems do the best. With the last
point in mind, I will show a clip from "Apollo 13" (1995) that I use to teach the importance of
stoichiometry in my chemistry course for non‐science majors.
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Two HS Pillars of College Science
(July 2007) Science 317, 457
by Sadler & Tai

What HS courses provide best training for college science courses?
1. Math (abstract reasoning)
2. Physics (underlying laws)
3. Chemistry (the central science)
4. Biology (observations & categorization)
Method
Analyze association between varying amounts of these HS subjects
with performance in introductory college science courses
Students in 122 intro science courses at 63 colleges from among
1700 4-year institutions, stratified by college size
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HS Chem Instructional Practices...
(June 2007) J Chem Educ 84, 1040
by Tai & Sadler

Background
1. Half (47.4%) of HS graduates enter college
2. Most (90%) of HS teachers emphasize college preparation
3. Numerous studies have examined relationship between HS prep
and college performance
4. Which HS chem instructional practices have significant
association with college chem performance?
Method
Associate data from survey titled Factors Influencing College
Science Success, from students in over 100 intro college sci
courses at 56 colleges, with college chem course grade
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HS Chem Content...
(June 2006) J Chem Educ 83, 1703
by Tai, Ward, & Sadler

Questions
1. What HS chem content do intro college students remember?
2. How do regular, honors, & AP chem differ in content?
3. What HS chem content results in best performance in intro
college chemistry?

Method
Associate data from survey titled Factors Influencing College
Science Success, from students in 38 intro college chem courses
at 31 colleges, with college chem course grade
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“Apollo 13” 1995
Imagine Entertainment/Universal
Deluxe Color, 140 min
Ron Howard directed
Tom Hanks as Jim Lovell
Bill Paxton as Fred Haise
Kevin Bacon as Jack Swigert
Gary Sinise as Ken Mattingly
Ed Harris as Gene Kranz

“Apollo 13” 1995

“Apollo 13” 1995

Lithium hydroxide canister rigged up during Apollo 13 flight
(photo from NASA website)

“Apollo 13” 1995
O2 + 2 H2 —> H2O + energy
O2 + [CH2O] —> CO2 + H2O + energy
2 LiOH(solid) + CO2(gas) —> Li2CO3(solid) + H2O

“Apollo 13” 1995
2 LiOH(solid) + CO2(gas) —> Li2CO3(solid) + H2O
When the engineers
designed Apollo 13, they
had to estimate the amount
of CO2 that each astronaut
would exhale.

“Apollo 13” Question
2 LiOH(solid) + CO2(gas) —> Li2CO3(solid) + H2O
Q1. If each astronaut exhaled 18.2 mol CO2 every day and the mission
was 8 days, what mass of LiOH would exactly meet the requirement?

? g LiOH =

(23.95 g LiOH)(2 mol LiOH)(18.2 mol CO2)(3 astronauts)(8 days)
(1 mol LiOH)

(1 mol CO2) (astronaut)(day)

= 20,900 g LiOH, or 20.9 kg LiOH

“Apollo 13” Question
Ba(OH)2(solid) + CO2(gas) —> BaCO3(solid) + H2O
Q2. Barium hydroxide is another common CO2 scrubber. What
mass of it would handle the CO2 exhaled by 3 astronauts over 8
days? How does that compare to LiOH?

? g Ba(OH)2 =

(171.3 g Ba(OH)2)(1 mol Ba(OH)2)(18.2 mol CO2)(3 astronauts)(8 days)
(1 mol Ba(OH)2) (1 mol CO2)

(astronaut)(day)

= 74,800 g Ba(OH)2 , or 74.8 kg Ba(OH)2
This mass is 3.7 times greater than the LiOH.
The Command & Service Module weighs 28,881 kg
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OLLI vs HS Chem Teachers

The End

Tuesday’s Lecture
9:00 am: HS and College Chem Relationship
11:00 am: Topic Research: Nebr Nuclear
1:00 pm: Discussion: Nebr Nuclear
1:30 pm: Laboratory Exercises
3:00 pm: Risk & Units; Movies & songs
5:00 pm: Adjourn

Redefining Science Education
(January 2009) Science 323, 437
Editorial by Bruce Alberts, Editor-in-Chief of Science

Science Education
Learning how to think scientifically, or
Told about science and asked to remember facts
K-8 Science Education Goals (Taking Science to School by NAS)
1. Know, use, and interpret scientific explanations of the natural
world
2. Prepare students to generate and evaluate scientific evidence and
explanations
3. To understand the nature and development of scientific
knowledge
4. To participate productively in scientific practices and discourse

Redefining Science Education
(January 2009) Science 323, 437
Editorial by Bruce Alberts, Editor-in-Chief of Science
K-8 Science Education Goals (Taking Science to School by NAS)
1. Know, use, and interpret scientific explanations of the natural world
2. Prepare students to generate and evaluate scientific evidence and explanations
3. To understand the nature and development of scientific knowledge
4. To participate productively in scientific practices and discourse

How would we teach items 2-4?
Alberts suggests using new assessments, advertising them to the
public, making them available at low cost

Project 2061—Benchmarks
(2009, American Association for the Advancement of Science)

Project 2061
Statements of what all students should know or be able to do in
science, mathematics, and technology by the end of grades
2, 5, 8, and 12.
Premises of Project 2061
1. Promote literacy in science, mathematics, and technology to
help people live interesting, responsible, and productive lives
2. Reform shaped by a vision of lasting knowledge and skills
3. Need to radically reduce the amount of material now covered
4. Goals should be stated to reveal intentions of learning
5. Focus on core studies not disciplines

Project 2061—Benchmarks
(2009, American Association for the Advancement of Science)

Keyword search for “chemistry” gave 5 hits
1. Heritable characteristics can be observed at level of molecules
and whole cells (Chapter 5: The Living Environment)
2. Humans share the same cell chemistry and DNA sequences
(Chapter 6: The Human Organism)
3. Humans share chemistry, personal history, and values
4. Lavoisier started modern chemistry (Chapter 10: Historical
Perspectives)
5. Dalton united chemical observations with his atomic theory
(Chapter 10: Historical Perspectives)

Promoting Interest in HS Sci Classes
(December 2009) Science 326, 1410
by Hulleman & Harackiewicz

Background
1. Test accuracy of belief among educators and funding agencies
that making education relevant to students’ lives increases
engagement and learning
2. Demonstrated effectiveness of prior interventions could have
been due to: small group instruction; repeated exposure;
individual mentoring; projects; hands-on activities; visualization
exercises; increased autonomy; & incr knowledge development
3. Emphasis on relevance may foster greater confidence, improve
motivation, lead to positive expectation of performance, more
likely to perform homework without external support
4. One study found interest in the subject matter of an intro college
course was more predictive than intro course grade for
predicting whether student would take more courses in that topic

Promoting Interest in HS Sci Classes
(December 2009) Science 326, 1410
by Hulleman & Harackiewicz

Field Experiment
1. 262 students at 2 HS taught by 7 sci teachers (biol, integrated
sci, phys sci) in a small, midwestern city were split into two
groups:
a. one was assigned to write about usefulness and utility of
course material in their own lives;
b. other group was assigned to write a summary of the material
they were studying
2. All students took an expectancy and initial interest surveys
3. Students wrote 4.7±1.4 essays throughout the semester
4. Second quarter grades were obtained from one school

Promoting Interest in HS Sci Classes
(December 2009) Science 326, 1410
by Hulleman & Harackiewicz

Outcome
beta parameter
Relevance intervention vs. science interest
—0.11
Relevance intervention vs. second quarter grades —0.18
Science interest vs. interest in future sci-related course 0.58
Gender and race were not correlated with either intervention
Among those in the relevance intervention group:
The low-success expectation students showed significant increase in
science interest & higher grades (nearly 2/3 of a grade)
The high-success expectation students were not altered; they
showed same high science interest & higher grades

The rest of today’s schedule
9:00 am: HS and College Chem Relationship
11:00 am: Topic Research: Nebr Nuclear
1:00 pm: Discussion: Nebr Nuclear
1:30 pm: Laboratory Exercises
3:00 pm: Risk & Units; Movies & songs
5:00 pm: Adjourn

